From: TMI CEO
Sent: Monday, September 13, 2021 8:36 PM
To: Greg
Subject: WTF!!!
All over FOX News tonight (Tucker, Laura, etc.) they are siding with the MLD media’s take (CNN,
MSNBC, etc.) on George W. Bush’s 9/11 speech from this weekend; focusing on the following words and
then somehow deciding to flame him as though his words were directed at the Jan 6 protesters?? When I
listened to the speech that is nowhere near how it came across to me. Am I losing my mind [as noted in
brackets] and have I (or FOX News?) perhaps lost the ability to understand the English language now?
You tell me…
Key part of Bush’s speech, per NBC News… "And we have seen growing evidence that the dangers to
our country can come not only across borders [thanks to Biden’s illegals], but from violence that gathers
within [rising crime everywhere… true]. There is little cultural overlap between violent extremists abroad
and violent extremists at home [extremist Islam and Marxism… also true]," Bush said, seemingly [WTF?]
referencing the Jan. 6 Capitol riot. [I see ZERO reference to the Jan 6 folks here… but NBC News creates
it out of whole cloth anyway.]
"But in their disdain for pluralism [MLD/CRT activists do, in fact, disdain pluralism… a supposed
strength(?)... while turning white against black (or black against white) every chance they get], in their
disregard for human life [killing offspring in the womb, and each other in the streets], in their determination
to defile national symbols [BLM and ANTIFA have been vandalizing anything they can, burning down
stores, robbing and looting, MLDs are removing history/statues and they’ve been doing this for years
now… with organized backing from the MLDs], they are children of the same foul spirit [true]. And it is our
continuing duty to confront them [also true… and again I see ZERO direct reference to the Jan 6 folks
here]," he said.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/9-11-speech-bush-pays-tribute-america-i-know-calls-n1278986

Bush should have been clearer on exactly what groups he was directing his comments towards. By
leaving it open to interpretation now most of the media has jumped on the “fuck the Jan 6 protestors”
band wagon all over again… and zero said about BLM or Antifa.
I wonder if Bush will ever get a chance to explain his words or if he’ll even want to scrape the dog shit off
his shoes after that one?

Thoughts?

From: Greg
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:45 AM
To: TMI CEO
Subject: RE: WTF!!!

I heard his speech and immediately determined he was referencing BLM riots based on his reference to
“in their determination to defile national symbols” but I suspect he may have wanted to include the 1-62021 capitol riot in his condemnation of home terrorism assuming he is classifying it as such. You and I
don’t see it as domestic terrorism, but if that was our view, then we would agree with Bush’s
condemnation of it. So, if cornered, I suspect he would say he was including them in his reference to
problems at home. I am not a Bush fan, and perceive him as part of the deep state. One of the old time
republicans. I have been asking for years now, just what was the difference between the Bush 8 years
and the Obama 8 years. They both ushered in more trouble than solutions during their time in power.
Neither one ever accomplished anything like the Trump 4 years. Remember the entire Bush family had a
big problem with how Trump took down Jeb Bush. It is personal for them besides being more RINO than
part of the current conservative grass roots movement. Also remember, Bush is personal friends with the
Clintons and the Obamas after he was out of office. They see themselves as cut from the same cloth and
just maybe they are.

From: TMI CEO
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 1:47 PM
To: Greg
Subject: RE: WTF!!!
Agree 100%. As Trump would say, “Sad…” that the media in our country can’t pick up on the key phrase
the way we the deplorables are able to. At least Laura Ingraham said his statements could cover all
factions from far right to far left. Tucker came from CNN originally and is firmly anti-war and blames a lot
on Bush as well. So he readily agreed that Bush was after the Jan 6 protesters. Bush is more measured
in his approach to politics having been a governor, etc. He knows the swamp and how easily it can suck
you under, so he took a lot of shit during his 8 years and rolled with it. At least he went after the terrorists,
which I fully supported and still do (but it took way too long to finally surge the troops vs. performing some
sort of measured war on the cheap). The problem is politicians are never all in. It is not in their nature to
be all in. As a result terrorism, like Covid, will be with us forever. It is evil out in the daylight and 95% of
the world’s population simply does not want it eradicated. So, 20 years later and guys like brain fart
Biden come along (thanks to all the MLD voters) and feed the beast and revive it to full strength once
again, just so they can feel like ‘leaders’ of some cause; even though it backfires on them each and every
time.

As far as I am concerned there are several groups of protesters who were involved in the Jan 6 event: (A)
MLD infiltrators who caused any/all damage, such as breaking windows, doors, etc. and attacking cops to
get the cops to react against the rest of the protestors and to set the stage for the MLD media, party and
RINO’s like Cheney to condemn all Trump supporters; (B) the poorly led militia groups, who are mostly
patriotic Americans and were dead serious about keeping MLDs like Biden out of office and for justifiable
reasons, so they too trespassed w/o causing any major harm, as a show of force (many are now behind
bars as a result); (C) the poor smucks like Ashli Babbit who were also very patriotic and just wanted to
stop the steal, but have now been caught up in the crossfire and have suffered far greater retribution than
they ever deserved as a result; (D) all the other Trump supporters who were allowed inside by Capitol
Police, through open doors, and who milled around and got spotted via photo ops and who are also
suffering far greater retribution than they ever deserved; and (E) the rest of the Trump supporting
protesters who stayed outside and who are both patriotic and law abiding, who never did anything close
to wrong, but even some of those are being wrongfully condemned, jailed and prosecuted by the MLD
DOJ… which is yet one more reason we the people need to drain the swamp, using force if it ever comes
to that… IMHO.

The main problem with Trump is he exposed the MLDs which really pissed them off and then it took him 4
years to figure out how the MLD swamp really operates, how bad they really are (worse than the Taliban
truth be known) and what it will take to deal with all the entrenched MLDs roaming around DC, NY, CA, et
al. And, even though he may have a pretty good idea what needs to happen, even he won’t be able to
rally the required “resistance force/underground” need to clean house the hard way.
So, if I were him I’d retire. He took his best shot. He has shined the light on DC and DC is now eating its
own, which is a good thing. But, he has family and money and an empire he created, which he needs to
protect and, thus, he has too much to lose. So, unless he and his entire family are super patriots and
they are 100% willing to fund a true resistance and get serious about draining the swamp and reinstalling a patriotic, constitutional governance and administration once again (come hell or high water)
then, if I were him, I’d just stand clear and wait for the grass roots to finally rise up and take care of
business one of these days (as in when hell finally freezes over)… probably after the MLD party totally
destroys the economy and turns the one world order’s power over to China for the next 100+ years to
come.
From: Greg
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:09 PM
To: TMI CEO
Subject: RE: WTF!!!

Very good comments!

Our side needs to always act knowing any response from the other side will be over the top. BLM can riot
and destroy and kill with a media that encourages them, a liberal government legitimizing them, and
liberal big business funding them. Trump supporters get a little upset because of a stolen election and
break a few rules (stupidly or maybe as you suggest suckered into it) and are labeled domestic terrorists
and jailed as criminals where their personal lives are completely destroyed financially and as well as their
reputations. No one is helping them, not even you or me. The current government will destroy them as
much as they can. The libtards because they hate all deplorables and even the so called conservatives
because they don’t want to be associated with a media false label of domestic terrorists. BLM on the
other hand has the NFL spending $250 million this year on social justice endeavors, including singing the
Black National Anthem at every NFL game they play this year. I want to watch football, so I try to ignore
the offense I feel while it is happening.

From: TMI CEO
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 5:00 PM
To: Greg
Subject: RE: WTF!!!

FUCK BLM and their Black National Anthem!!
IF Lois would stop watching football I’d never watch it again. She records the Seahawks games (no idea
exactly why she got hooked on them over a few other teams she started following… probably because
she likes Wilson and Carroll) and then tempts me into watching with her while we cuddle in bed; gives us
a reason to be close to each other. She’s pretty good at manipulating me into overlooking the libtards’
agendas and simply enjoying the “big show”. It’s like in the movie Jerry Maguire – show me the money!!
Just more money slaves. So, no way I’ll get addicted to it like some folks. NBA is even worse. I quit
watching them play 50 years ago. Thank god Lois has never watched basketball (not a big deal in
Canada). I’ve always been more of a baseball guy, so I did get Lois a bit turned on to baseball several
years ago when I took her and the boys out to dinner and an M’s game; I explained the rules and why
there are so many close plays IF you have enough patience to pay attention during the long 9 innings.
The excitement of the crowd kind of worked its magic on her too, I guess. She’s smart enough that she
started to get into the details of both sports and will watch some games each season on TV. But, even
MLB is being corrupted. So, WTF can I say? I think I’m going to try and get Lois to shift into watching
college ball, though. Problem is there are so many leagues and the better games are hard to come by up
here on BC TV. Either way, though, pro sports are just getting too corrupted as far as I am concerned.
Always has been actually. But it is entertaining, at least. So, a couple bowls of popcorn, skipping all the
TV ads via a recorded game now and then, and holding Lois in my arms while we watch a game is a
pretty good way to spend a few hours with the true love of my life. ;^)

Don’t blame you for changing the subject. It is way too depressing to watch the country circle the drain
and not know how to save it in the process.

BTW.

The whole idea of getting these fucking Covid tests, in order to get back home to BC, is turning into a real
cluster fuck. Lois had to pay $200 just to get on a plane and go on her trip to Romania via Germany last
week. No idea what she will spend to get tested so she can come back home this Sunday. Probably
$200 more. At least the lab I got my last test from only charged $90 so I could go back home… And, so
far, knock on wood, brain dead Biden and his MLD CDC haven’t figured out how to keep U.S. citizens
from coming into our own country quite yet (while working on getting folks fired off their own jobs instead).
I guess if you let illegals in for free it would look bad if you forced your own citizens to be Covid cleared to
re-enter the USA also.

